
It’s official: the temporary joint venture formed by Triumph Group 
International, Ega Worldwide congresses & events and Studio 80 Group 

will plan the G20 Summit in Rome 

The contract with the Delegation for the Italian Presidency of the G20 has been concluded.  
The three companies that will sign the most significant institutional event of the year are ready to 

get started 

Rome, 2M arch 2021 – Following the 2020 Riyadh summit that took place online last November, on 
Saturday 30 and Sunday 31 October 2021 the 16th Summit of the G20 Heads of State and 
Government will be held in Rome, within the framework of the first Italian Presidency of this 
meeting. 

Following the victory of the 1st lot of the bidding process for the G20 events and the 
constitution of the TJV, the contract with the Presidency of the Council of Ministers – for the 
Italian Presidency of the G20 – was signed. 

Triumph Group International (acting as agent), Ega Worldwide congresses & events and Studio 80 
Group (acting as principals) have been entrusted with designing, planning, setting up and “turnkey” 
managing the G20 summit. 

The tried-and-tested synergy between these companies, along with their past experience, the skills 
and the expertise that are distinctive features of this workgroup, will ensure efficient management of 
the project, with particular emphasis on the goal of hosting a Covid-proof event. 

At the end of this unprecedented and complex year, the G20 summit will bring back to light the crucial 
topics that have somewhat been overshadowed by the health emergency: People, Planet, 
Prosperity. 

“I am honored to contribute my team’s skills to this important opportunity to relaunch Italy’s role at 
the international level. The economic recovery of our nation cannot disregard vital matters such as 
those that will be discussed during this G20 summit, that I also consider to be Triumph’s values, 
such as inclusivity and sustainability, both professionally and socially.” States Maria Criscuolo, 
Chairwoman of Triumph Group International. 

“In a year where all the paradigms on which the Tourism industry is based have been challenged, 
the G20 summit can act as a powerful lever for Italy’s recovery as well as for all the young people 
who will be involved in the event. It will be a significant chance for them to improve their skills in the 
world of hospitality management, which are fundamental when joining the workforce.” Says Claudia 
Maria Golinelli, Vice President and Partner of Ega Worldwide.  

“We are proud and honored to make our contribution to the G20 summit and to our country, devoting 
our know-how in design and technology to an event that shall play a key role in setting new and 
desirable paradigms of sustainability and prosperity.” Concludes Angelo Tanzini, CEO dofStudio 80 
Group. 
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